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How To Use This Manual

This manual introduces local area networks and the PLAN 4000 (TM) system. Read it for general information on Nestar's networking products.

For many users, the PLAN 4000 network and their desktop computers are "turnkey": their computers automatically connect to the network and run programs. No knowledge of networks or personal computer operating systems is necessary.

Turnkey users need only study the material provided with the programs that run automatically for them. For those interested, however, this manual will provide insight and a general background into the network processes that are "transparent" or invisible to them.

Other user workstations run less automatically. Users communicate, control which programs run on their computers, and share network resources in a direct way. For them, this is the first in a series of manuals and guides, and will serve as an introduction to the PLAN 4000 system. A PLAN 4000 bibliography appears at the end of the manual.

The system is powerful, linking hundreds of desktop workstations, nearby and remote. Workstation use is simple, once a few fundamental concepts have been mastered. No prior experience with networks is necessary, and none is assumed in this manual. Familiarity with your particular workstation is useful (and sometimes necessary), however. Details of its operation are provided by the manufacturer.
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THE PLAN 4000 SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The PLAN 4000 system is a fast, expandable, local area computer network. Connecting a variety of desktop workstations, the system allows users to communicate with each other and to share data, mass storage, and other network resources.

Recent advances in computers have multiplied the power of desktop systems. At the same time, computer networking has grown more sophisticated. The PLAN 4000 system merges these two technologies, providing a business environment that answers current corporate needs for widespread computer use by employees.

In business, a wide spectrum of individuals must share information; rarely is true "personal" data encountered in corporate situations. One person might enter the basic data, another will edit or modify it, a third will produce reports or graphic displays from it. Information is typically supplied by many sources, but must be merged, managed, and distributed to be useful. Also, because information is a valuable resource, it must be protected from malicious or accidental misuse.

Traditional multiuser computer systems, whether mainframe or minicomputer, are not well suited to this new breed of automated applications. Conventional systems require large, centralized facilities, inaccessible to the "user". They require costly support staffs. Maintenance problems make it difficult to justify new development, resulting in today's widespread
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applications backlog.

Conventional systems also lack the responsiveness, ease of use, and user orientation of the newer desktop systems. They expect a more sophisticated, trained user, decreasing their usefulness to the far broader class of new computer users.

THE NETWORK COMMUNITY

Personal Local Area Networks (PLANs) use familiar personal computers as desktop workstations. The computers retain all of their standalone capabilities; in addition, they connect automatically to the network at startup, and users can send commands over the network as easily as they can use them on a standalone.

Off-the-shelf software can run on the station, while major resources are centralized and shared by the community. From their desks, users can access data mutually, issue commands to shared printers, and communicate with each other.
Workstations and "servers" are connected by coaxial cable in a variety of topologies. Servers process network commands and requests. Running special software, they control mass storage devices, printers, and databases. They also function as communication gateways, connecting networks to mainframes and to each other.

The "file server" is especially important to the personal local area network. A high powered unit, the file server links users to shared mass storage on the network.
ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS

The simplest PLAN 4000 installation contains one network segment, which must have:

* One **File Server**, consisting of hardware and software that together manage access to attached hard disks. The file server cabinet is a movable unit containing the file server hardware, a high density tape unit (used to make disk backups), and an optional hard disk. Additional storage cabinets can be attached to it. At least one hard disk will always be present.

* Up to **255 desktop workstations** of various types.

* **Network Interface Cards**, installed like disk controller cards in the workstations. Network interface cards are similar to controller cards, linking workstations to the file servers and their shared hard disks in the same way that controller cards link microcomputers to local disk drives.

Network interface cards and local disk controller cards can reside in a workstation simultaneously, connecting microcomputers to networks and to local peripherals at the same time. Network cards transform desktop computers into network workstations without impairing any of their stand-alone capabilities.

* **Coaxial cable and Line Isolation Devices** (called LIDs) connect all workstations and servers. LIDs amplify and split network signals, and can be installed within servers or externally in walls and ceilings. Each LID contains multiple connectors that attach to
coaxial cable and amplify network signals over 2,000 additional feet. Using LIDs, network segments can span over four miles and can support up to 254 workstations.

* User Station Network Software, which supports many personal computer operating systems. At power on, workstations attach to the network. Users can then run programs stored on the network in shared libraries.
OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

STORAGE

* Up to 3 additional hard disks can be connected to the file server for increased mass storage.

* For storage beyond the four disks on a network's first file server, additional file servers can be added, each connected to four hard disks of its own. Multiple file servers can receive and service requests concurrently. In this way, unlimited storage is available to users.

SERVERS

A variety of servers are available. They can share space in the file server cabinets, occupy cabinets of their own, or transform ordinary workstations into servers.

* Print Servers control network printers, processing users' print requests. Print requests issued by users are stored on shared hard disks. Print servers find them there.

* File Transfer Servers transmit data across phone lines, linking many network communities.

* Gateway Servers link network segments.

* 3270 and 3780 servers link network segments to mainframes.
Applications Servers perform special tasks for bankers, brokers, hospitals, and others. Your installation may have one or more of them.

USER SOFTWARE

Special network software packages allow users to run popular personal computer programs in the network environment.
EXPANDING THE NETWORK

There are several ways to expand the network:

* LIDs can be added to extend the distance between stations and groups of stations.

* Additional network segments can be added. Each additional segment must contain the essential components listed above. Gateway servers connect segments.

With segments connected, users can access resources and communicate throughout the system.

* File Transfer Servers transmit data across phone lines, linking many network communities.

LIDs, Gateways, and File Transfer Servers
A SERVER EXAMPLE: REQUEST FILES

"Request files" are frequently used to allow workstations to share network resources. In the figure on the following page, a user runs a print-request program on his or her computer. The program sends a message to a file server on the network, which creates a "print request file" and places it in mass storage.

Print servers periodically check storage for such requests. When one is found, a server processes it. Requests can specify files to be printed, printer to be used, format, number of copies, priority, and other options. Requests can be handled by print servers on any network segment or on remote networks, if the proper gateways are present.

For this kind of network function, the user need only turn on his or her desktop station, log on according to instructions, run a print request program, and respond to the prompts that follow.
PRINT REQUEST FILES

USER STATION
RUNS PRINT PROGRAM

Creates print request file

FILE SERVER

Print server
Runs server program

Reads print request file

Prints requested file

Printer

File server
Stores request file

File server disk
A COMMUNICATIONS EXAMPLE: ELECTRONIC MAIL

Electronic mail works in the same way. As shown in the following figure, users run a mail program at their stations. Guided by prompts, they type in messages, which are stored on the shared hard disk by a file server.

When users ask to read new mail, the program checks the mail storage areas and displays the stored messages found there.

A good mail program allows users to file, forward, print, and otherwise manipulate mail, as well as to read and send it to individuals and groups. As with request files, message files can be sent to file servers on other segments or on remote networks, if the proper gateways are present. Nestar provides an electronic mail program called the MESSENGER (TM).
ELECTRONIC MAIL

USER STATION 1 (SENDS MESSAGE TO USER STATIONS 2, 3, 4,)

NET 1

CREATE A MESSAGE (MAIL FILE)

READ MAIL FILE

FILE SERVER

USER STATION 2 (READS AND FILES MESSAGE)

READ MAIL FILE

FILE TRANSFER SERVER

MAIL FILES

NET 2 (REMOTE)

MODEM

USER STATION 3 (READS AND FILES MESSAGE)

FILE TRANSFER SERVER

MAIL FILES

NET 3 (LOCAL)

MODEM

USER STATION 4 (READS AND FILES MESSAGE)

FILE SERVER

MAIL FILES
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SHARING STORAGE

The PLAN 4000 network allows users to share mass storage devices. Special stations on the network, called "file servers", regulate this sharing.

Desktop computers use "disk controller cards" (hardware) and operating systems (software) to move data to and from floppy disks. To move the same information to and from shared storage, the network uses a "network interface card", masquerading as a disk interface card, together with the same operating system (with a program of network commands added).

Whether you know how to use floppy disks with your desktop computers or not, learning to share storage is easy. A NET program, which runs at your workstation like any other program, enables you to issue commands to your file servers for you. These commands, and the NET program, are discussed in a later section. First, however, more on the way that existing personal computer environments are used when connected to a network.
VIRTUAL VOLUMES

Network hard disks are divided into sections, which are used by one or more workstations on the network. These sections are called "virtual volumes" or "virtual diskettes" (virtual here means "in essence"). Virtual volumes are formatted to resemble real diskettes, so that they can be used with a specific microcomputer operating system.

Virtual volumes are created by the NET program. They can contain files, in the same way that real diskettes do. The manual for your operating system explains how to create, delete, and otherwise handle these files. The volumes
themselves, being sections on network hard disks, are created, deleted, and otherwise handled by the NET program.

Virtual volumes and other sections of storage can be thought of as files on the hard disks. We avoid this use of the word "file" because virtual volumes can then be confused with the files that they contain. However, the word "file" in "file server", "file transfer server", and some other terms usually does refer to virtual volumes.

VIRTUAL DRIVES

Each personal computer allows you to attach a certain number of local disk drives, which read data from real diskettes and write data to them.

On the network, additional "virtual" drives are available. As might be expected, virtual volumes are inserted into these virtual drives by commands issued from the NET program.
VIRTUAL VOLUMES AND VIRTUAL DRIVES

- Workstation
  - Mini disk drive
  - Insert real diskettes
- File Server
  - "mount" virtual diskettes
  - Multiple "virtual drives"
- Hard disks
  - Virtual diskettes are files on hard disks
- Access Files using operating system
  - Real Diskettes
    - Internal Files
  - Access Virtual Diskettes (which are hard disk files) using NET program

Accessing files using the operating system and virtual drives.
Each virtual volume contains files, which are named and used according to the operating system that you use to handle them. The volume itself might also be given a name by the operating system. This name, if present, is the volume's "internal" name.

At the same time, however, virtual volumes are sections of mass storage. As such, they must have network names, which are separate and different from any volume names or file names held internally. Network names are called pathnames.

When a virtual volume is created, it is given a pathname. This pathname is used whenever the volume is to be handled. The figure on the following page shows how pathnames are used to identify areas of mass storage.

Network hard disks can be referenced by unit number or name. In the figure, the disk is called MAIN. A directory on MAIN, called /MAIN, contains the names of subdirectories and some volumes on the disk. Directories are small, special purpose volumes that contain a partial list of virtual volumes and subdirectories on the disk.

In the example, network data is stored in a virtual volume called /MAIN/DATA, which is listed in the /MAIN directory. Users' directories, which contain the names of their volumes, are listed in a subdirectory called /MAIN/USERS.

Treelike collections of directories and volumes provide a useful means of dividing up large
amounts of storage space. By specifying a particular directory, every directory and volume below it can be renamed, deleted, or otherwise handled, without the need to name every volume involved.
NETWORK COMMANDS

When a user logs onto his or her machine, an operating system is loaded into it. The user then runs programs and uses operating system commands as needed. The NET program is available to create and handle virtual volumes. From NET, commands are issued to file servers on the network.

At the workstation, real diskettes are inserted into real disk drives. Virtual volumes, however, are "mounted" on virtual drives. The user types in a command such as

```
MOUNT /MAIN/USERS/TOM/1,D3
```

and the virtual volume with the pathname /MAIN/USERS/TOM/1 is made available on drive number 3 (commands vary somewhat according to the personal computer operating system being used; In some cases, for example, drives are given letters rather than numbers).

Commands exist to

```
CREATE
RENAME
and DELETE
```

volumes, as well as to

```
MOUNT
and UNMOUNT
```

them.
Commands such as

SHOW INFO
SHOW TYPE
SHOW DRIVES
and SHOW MOUNTS

provide a variety of information on virtual volumes and network activity.

These and many other commands are described in detail in the File Server User’s Manual, and in Guides written for each operating system environment.

SECURITY

The PLAN 4000 system provides a number of ways to control access to network volumes and directories, and to control their usage.

For volumes, three groups of users are defined:

PUBLIC GROUP PRIVATE

Four types of usage are defined:

READ WRITE CREATE DELETE
Using the NET program, passwords are set to control access and usage:

```
PROTECT /MAIN/DATA/1,
PRVPW = GOLD,
GRPPW = SILVER,
PUBPW = GLASS,
PRVACC = RWCD,
GRPACC = RW,
PUBACC = R,
```

Here, the data found in the virtual volume /MAIN/DATA/1 can be read by anyone knowing the public password GLASS. Those who know the group password SILVER can read and write in the volume. Those who provide the private password GOLD can read and write into the volume, and delete and recreate the volume itself.

The user specifies access and provides passwords when issuing NET commands:

```
MOUNT /MAIN/DATA/1:GOLD,D3,RW
```

Here, the private password GOLD is given and READ/WRITE usage is specified for the data volume to be mounted on drive 3.
A FINAL WORD

Now that the PLAN 4000 system has been introduced to you, read the manuals listed on the following pages for more information. Network users will want to read the File Server User's Manual next. Those who do not yet own a PLAN 4000 network can contact a Nestar representative for more information.
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